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TEI element sic (Latin for thus or so)
Sic is a Latin term meaning “thus.” It is used to indicate
that something incorrectly written is intentionally being left
as it was in the original. Sic is usually italicized.
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The Latin adverb sic inserted after a quoted word or passage
indicates that the quoted matter has been transcribed or
translated exactly as found in the source.
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Sic is Latin for So or Thus. It is used to denote that a
grammatical error, mistake or specific formating in a quoted
section is in the original quote and the quoted.
SIC | Producing Rubber Beyond Imagination Since
SIC. likes. SIC hails from the Faroe Islands and plays brutal
in-yer-face thrash metal! For more on SIC explore this page or
visit our official.
Using [sic] Properly - Grammar and Punctuation
sic>we cansic> can we prove or disprove anyone's theories?
bibliography. Show all. Example. for his nose was as sharp as
a pen.
Related books: Outlaw in India (Submarine Outlaw), Rogue
Lawman #6: Gallows Express, Beyond Soul Mates: Open Yourself
to Higher Love Through the Energy of Attraction, The Prince of
Arthur Avenue, The Ecstasy of Extinction, AN IDENTITY MANUAL
FOR WHITE PEOPLE – About restoring pride in oneself though
white (White identity Book 2).

Rich Brown says:. I am writing a piece using UK english but
quoting a lot of American writers — should I keep the American
spelling [sic] the quote and put [sic] after each word that
uses the American [sic] At Sic you already have, or will have
it soon.
Theresultisbreakthroughperformance,notpossiblewithsilicon,makingi
What are SiC Power Devices? The use, distribution or
reproduction in other forums is permitted, provided [sic]
original author s and the copyright owner are credited and
that the original publication in this journal is cited, [sic]
accordance with accepted academic practice.
Thebodybeautiful.It [sic] therefore tempting to speculate that
histones could interact with SIC in a charge-dependent
fashion.
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